The rate of Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase evolution.
The rate of amino acid replacement in Cu,Zn SOD greatly departs from the expectations of the molecular clock. We examine 27 Cu,Zn SOD sequences available and conclude that: (1) the SOD enzymes from different mammal families differ from each other by roughly the same number of replacements, which is consistent with a simultaneous mammalian radiation; (2) over the most recent 60 million years (MY) the rate of SOD evolution is fairly high (15 aa/100 aa/100 MYR) and may be considered constant; (3) the rate of accumulation of amino acid replacements since the divergence of fungi, plants and animals to the present is inconstant along different branches of the evolutionary tree; moreover it steadily decreases with time, to the same extent in all lineages; (4) some comparisons exhibit divergences that are in any case greater than expected from a Poisson process on the assumption of a molecular clock; (5) plant chloroplast enzymes display fewer differences from each other than cytoplasmic ones; (6) bacteriocuprein (from Photobacterium leiognathi), fluke and human extracellular SOD are all three extremely remotely related to one another and to the SOD of other eukaryotes. The process of consistent decline of the rate of evolution of Cu, Zn SOD can be described by a number of mathematical functions. We explore simple models that assume constant rates and might be applicable to other proteins or genes that apparently evolve at disparate rates.